
The Game of Life Junior Game

After comparing this to the other Game of Life for older children, I thought this 
would be a fun and easier intro. The instructions were vague at times so we had to 
implement a few house rules. The goal is to collect 10 stars while moving one of 
four cars around town. The spinner is so cheaply made that it went flying off the 
base almost every time we spun it. I recall the original version that I played as a 
kid and it had a tab/pointer that clicked as it moved. This version has a printed 
arrow on the board and when the spinner stops, it points to the number. Not nearly 
as fun. Especially since the spinner falls off the base often. Most spaces on the 
board correspond with an adventure card. After picking a card, you have to either 
act out activities, sing songs, or lose a star. My son loved acting out activities ie 
baking a cake, sack races, being a spider etc. There are also places of interest to 
visit around the board iethe zoo, playground, water park. Each player is given 3 
VIP passes. When you land on/visit an area you can earn a star. You can also pay 
to visit. The purpose of having and using money in this game is poorly explained 
in the directions. The game takes about 15 minutes to play. At the end my son 
said,it was fun but he prefers to play the other version. ( which he played at school) 
BTW this game was less than 15 bucks at a local toy store. I wouldn't pay more 
than that. 

I felt this game was a little too childish lack of a better word. I thought Iwould be 
closer to the adult version like Jr. Monopoly. My son is six and this game was way 
to young for him. Went out and bought the original Life game. 

I will start by saying that my 5 year-old loves this game.She likes the action cards, 
the little cars, and especially the wheel that flies off when you spin it.We humor 
her by playing it but it seriously irritates me (a perfectionist) that each time the 
wheel is spun, it has to be readjusted (or put back on, depending upon how hard it 
was spun).The wheel is such a major piece of the game that this oversight makes 
the game incredibly high maintenance (especially is multiple kids are playing and 
have to be supervised so they don't try to spin the wheel AT each other! See all 47 
customer reviews...

Product Details Sales Rank: #3694 in Toys & Games Brand: Hasbro Model: 



B0654 Dimensions: 10.51 h x 13.11 w x 1.89 l,.50 pounds Features The game of 
life junior is an easy, fun way to start playing the game of life Easy to set up and 
play Action cards and attractions change your path Collect 10 stars first for the win 
Includes 1 game board, 4 junior car tokens, 1 spinner and base, 96 cards (in 2 
decks) and 48 stars 

Product Description Choose your fun adventure with the game of life - junior 
style! this fun and fast-paced game is just like the adult version, but with much 
cooler rides! pick the blue wheeler, the pink cruiser, the yellow speedster or the 
green rider, and start enjoying life's twists and turns! have tons of fun with 
amazing adventures on the beach or at the zoo - it's your choice! keep collecting 
stars and see how the action cards and attractions like the museum or the chocolate 
factory affect your fate. If you get to 10 stars first, you win! you'll have a fun game 
and an awesome day whenever you play the game of life junior game!the game of 
life and all related characters are trademarks of Hasbro.

More Information (The Game of Life Junior Game)

The Game of Life Junior Game will possibly be useful. And hope Now i'm an area 
of allowing you get a exceptional item.Having said that, Hopefully testimonials 
regarding it The Game of Life Junior Game  variety Amazon online 
marketplace.com will end up being practical. And hope I am just an area of 
supporting you to acquire a remarkable system. You will find a review and 
expertise variety listed here. I am praying you can expect to ensure and buying The 
Game of Life Junior Game following read through this greatest reviews. You can 
acquire a review and encounter kind on this page. I am just expecting you can 
expect to make certain Analysis The Game of Life Junior Game. right after 
check out this very best evaluations You may be astonished to look at how simple 
the product could be, and you can now feel happy admit until this The Game of 
Life Junior Game is probably the best selling merchandise in at the moment. 

Title :The Game of Life Junior Game

PRICE : Check Prices Now!!!

The Game of Life Junior Game Review 

Before Buying The Game of Life Junior Game On the web, Should be aware of: This all Has with vendors for many people to be able to instruct you on a favorite 

on the net customers around the world. Click this link for through which exceptionally keep shops. Have remarks via consumers with got this headline Retailer have to include things like authority Have purchased depth item. Identify a bit of time of shipment. Also that you should Regions. And also the value of shipping and shipping and shipping and delivery. System to invest in items firmly. just like Credit standing reviews credit card. Have got vote rating and buyer customer feedback. Have got price tag and examine price of companies.Read More.......
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